
About David Waledich

Introduction
Firstly a disclaimer. In real life I do not condone any of the non consensual or violent activities that I fantasise about. They are purely fantasy and should always remain so. I have an extremely high regard for women, more so than men, and I do not condone real life violence towards women in any way.

The stories I have posted here are for the entertainment and sexual stimulation of other like-minded people. I hope they do not cause offence. I do hope they cause some pleasure.

Paedophilia has no part in any of my fantasies and I could never condone sex with children in any way.

What I write
My stories can be divided easily into those where there is a woman suffering at a man’s hands, and those where the victim is another man. Anal sex is pretty much inevitable. 

I tend to write coercion fantasies usually with dominant males, subjugating either a straight male victim to gay sex and heavy pain (often told from the first person position of the victim), or a straight female victim (often told from the first person position of the dominant male). I am very turned on by the role of power and coercion in sexual arousal, both the excitement of having power over someone else, and the excitement of being helplessly controlled by another person, and surrendering oneself to that other person (or people). 

In these stories, women are often forced to have sex with more than one man, and if the spectre of rape is not always specific then it is certainly often not very far away. Men are often subjected to physical abuse and BDSM, but often the sex is semi-consensual or at least submitted to without initial violence. That aside I do not favour either sex – both suffer as victims equally in my fantasies.

For some reason I have never written many stories with dominant women. This is perhaps because in real life I actually like dominant women, so my fantasies are living out what I cannot do in real life.

I try to write as carefully and as grammatically in my fantasies as I would write in real life. There is nothing more irritating than been thrown out of an erotic fantasy by poor spelling or bad self expression.

I am an English writer, so in keeping with the stereotypes of being English I am fascinated by ritualised corporal punishment, bottoms, and power. The people in my stories tend to live in a middle class professional discrete world, where the dirt and violence of sex is kept well hidden. These stories therefore peek underneath the suits and smart lifestyles, at the grubby underbelly of the mind and the naked body.

Why anal?
Anal sex invariably features in my stories. It is fair to say that I am completely obsessed with anal sex. To receive anal sex tends to be an experience that is humiliating, painful, unnatural, illegal, submissive, dirty, forbidden, sometimes violent, and always deeply exciting. To have a man’s cock forced into that most intimate and personal part of your body means surrendering control in the most humiliating way imaginable. For a man it is a denial of his maleness, submitting to a man in that way. And for a woman it is a denial of her vagina, and therefore of her very sexuality.

At the end of anal sex it is further humiliating to be made to perform oral sex on a cock that has been recently removed. It is an extension of the ritual or physical destruction of the victim. Therefore many of my stories do feature “anal to oral”, “buggery to fellation”, sometimes in a lot of detail. And possibly a bit of rimming. However it is very rare that full scale scat features in my stories, because in general I find that it goes beyond what I find erotic. It often goes over the border from the power of submission to an intrinsic enjoyment of faeces, and therefore at that stage I find myself turned off rather than on. I often put scat in the storycodes, when really it is just a bit of “anal to oral”, just so that people who really don’t want a mention of the dirtier side of anal sex can stay well clear, rather than be offended. However I can enjoy a bit of submissive piss drinking, so watersports do crop up occasionally. 

Why I write like this
My fantasy sex stories are extreme and often violent. I am often pushing the limits of what I personally find acceptably erotic, but for many people I may occasionally exceed those limits. That is because all sexuality is intensely personal. I can push the limits because they are only ever fantasies. 

Furthermore 95% of the time I don’t even think like this. I’m not always imagining violent sex. Most of the time my fantasies are much more normal, involving ordinary sex with people I know or am in love with. It is only when I am in a highly aroused state, from abstinence or frustration, that my more extreme fantasies are given voice. 

This then is a glimpse into only one part of my mind. That part that is sexually frustrated. Not the other parts that live an ordinary balanced life. It is possible that by giving vent to my pent up sexual and violent aggression through writing it means that I am able to live an ordinary balanced life. We all need outlets. For thirty years my outlets have been private, just between me and the page. Now for the very first time I am allowing other people to share in it.

Feedback
I sometimes welcome feedback from readers. This will usually be an email address on the end of a chapter of a story. On a few occasions I will even request suggestions for the continuation of a story, for instance in The Order in September 2003.

However all feedback must be text only emails. Anything with email attachments will be instantly deleted unread, to guard against viruses. I only check into feedback emails via a fake email address on public computers at a library, to prevent anyone trying to spam or virus my own system. I will check into it only every couple of weeks. Don’t expect immediate responses, if any at all.

